From May 1950 Silver Screen magazine...how now

To Barbara Hale, emotional coming of age
depends much on retaining one's opriginal 
personality yet correcting one's faults

The "Girl Next Door" Grows Up

By Dorothy O'Leary

IF you think you know Barbara Hale and have her pegged as the lovely, sweet, simple, domestic, unchanging Girl Next Door, with no complexities or contradictions in her nature, we have news for you, dear dears and gentle people. She isn't. She's a fascinatingly beautiful bundle of paradoxes!
Now don't get in a tizzy and scream we're being unfair to the lovely Miss Hale. (She admits she's changing because, she says, she is "growing up.") She is sweet and gracious. She is a fine wife, a wonderful mother, avowedly more interested in her home, husband and little daughter than in acting. But at the same time--although she minimizes it--she is also an actress. Witness her brilliant performance as Ellen, the second Mrs. Jolson, in Columbia's "Jolson Sings Again." Show us an actress, or any interesting woman, who doesn't have some chameleon-like qualities in her nature! Or a thinking, open-minded girl who, after five years in Hollywood, hasn't absorbed something from her work which changes her!
Barbara will tell you that she is tired of the tag "The Girl Next Door" and say straight out that one can't be TGND and be in movies at the same time. Then in the next breath she'll emphasize how hard she and husband Bill Williams work to keep their home life completely, absolutely normal--just like the nice young couple in that house next to yours!
Barbara will tell you that she's "growing up," that she's trying to change things about herself which she feels are faults and then, a few moments later, will add that she feels the most difficult problem of growing up is not to change! What she means is it's hard not to let one's basic personality and principles change.
"There's no temperament in Barbara," say her friends, and some add that if she were a bit more tempestuous she might go farther in pictures. Farther? What more could one ask than stealing "Jolson Sings Again"--which she did? Or her change of pace into comedy with Robert Young in Columbia's picture "And Baby Makes Three?" True, she doesn't scream or go into tantrums on the set, She's uniformly pleasant at work, but there is no weakness in her niceness; she is not soft. One of her co-workers describes her thus:
"Barbara's is the easiest sort of temperament to work with. She's always agreeable--but don't ever push her! You never in the world could get anywhere trying that. She's the new 'Iron Butterfly.' Under that soft, sweet exterior is a will of steel!"
It's very difficult to learn much about Barbara, the actress, from conversations with her. She refuses to take seriously the critics' and public's acclaim for her great success as Ellen. She insists that the credit is due to everyone in the company who helped her. She also won't concede that now she is on top of the heap--practically Hollywood's current Favorite Child.
"I'd be afraid to," she admits. "Not talking about it may be like carrying an umbrella to keep the rain away, but I've been very lucky and don't want to crowd my luck. I wasn't born with a silver spoon in my mouth--but I did have a four leaf clover!"
When one protests that five years of plugging away in pictures until, by dint of perseverence and unquestioned talent, one makes the grade, rules out luck as the sole cause of success, Barbara still looks doubtful and says she'll wait and see what happens next.
If all of this is baffling to you, don't be discouraged. Its baffling to everyone, especially reporters. Barbara is probably the least actressy actress this scrivener has ever encountered and it's not easy to peg her personality. Perhaps the answer is that she's growing up, emotionally.
Although she is 27 that doesn't imply she's retarded in this maturing. Emotional maturity has no direct ratio with physical age; lots of people never reach it. Let's see what she has to say:
"I think having children makes one grow up more than anything else. They make one realize one's faults because one wants to train them to escape those same faults. Furthermore, I now want to be everything Jody will want me to be.
"One of my faults which I've recognized and am trying so hard to correct is lack of decision. All my life it's been difficult for me to make up my mind and then stick with my decision."
We were lunching during this conversation and Barbara had declined a slice of French bread only a moment before, then changed her mind and reached for one. As she did she frowned slightly and said, "See what I mean, lack of decision."
"I'm quite sure indecisiveness is the basic cause for my longtime habit of wanting to agree with people. My motto used to be 'Life's too short to go around disagreeing.' That was my real motivation--convenience. I wasn't trying to be a 'yes character.' It was the easy way, to me. Now I realize it was the weak way. Currently, if I am not in accord with an idea--I disagree!"
Patience is another concern of the self-critical, analytical Barbara. (And we ask you-how many beautiful, successful young women pull themselves apart so in the process of "growing up"?)
"I used to be very patient. It's a quality I admire enormously; Mother is wonderful on that score. Now I feel I've lost a bit and I'm trying very hard to regain it. I need it especially with Jody. She's 2-1/2 now, the age at which great, great patience is needed. I want to give it to her.
"For example, until a few months ago, Jody was not an affectionate baby. It worried me. I always had great family affection and I used to fret, 'Isn't she going to be warm and loving?' But all I needed was patience. Jody now is as loving a child as one could want--not just to me but with Bill, too.
"There is also the need of patience in discipline. Any child requires lots, because any child will try to get away with whatever be can. It takes patience for the parent to be consistent and determined; it's much easier to change one's mind or lose one's temper."
Another interesting fact of Miss Hale's self-styled growing up is what she says she has learned about and from Hollywood. It has been told before that she didn't really want a movie contract after one was offered to her. She was a successful photographer's model in Chicago and feared she'd be making a mistake to accept the movie offer. After she graduated, from high school in Rockford, Illinois, she channeled her efforts in art, studied at the Chicago Academy Of Fine Arts and finally turned to modeling.
When the head of the model bureau for which she worked submitted her photograph to a movie executive who was immediately interested in Missy Hale's silver screen possibilities, she demurred. Lack of decision? Perhaps. But she said then, and does now, it was partly lack of confidence in her acting ability and partly misgivings about Hollywood in general.
"I was afraid of the town. I feared one couldn't live a normal life here. And that's what I wanted. A husband, home, children and real home life. I've found out it is possible. Not exactly easy, Hollywood and the picture business being what they are--and I say that not with censure but as a statement of fact. But no life is easy. If there are no problems, nothing to cope with, why live?
"I think the problems of a wife-mother who is working in movies are not too different from those of the average wife-mother who wants or needs to go on working, except in the matter of schedule.
"When I am making a picture I often leave the house at 6 in the morning and don't return until 7 at night; this goes on for about two months. Of course, I can see Bill, whose working hours are the same, during dinner and the evening, but what about Jody? We solved that by changing her schedule, and with the complete approval of our doctor. Instead of putting her to bed at 7, she's allowed to stay up until 8:30; then she sleeps later.
"I've also learned that working in pictures is a great educational and cultural stimulation. Name mostly any field--music, art, writing--and top people in them work here at one time or another. Naturally, they are stimulating. The average wife depends on lectures or exhibits or concerts for inspiration in those fields--if they care and I think most of them do--but here we can assimilate them, if we try.
"I truly believe the busier a person is, the more he or she accomplishes. I think the wife-mother who either works or who has absorbing interests outside her home, is the one who contributes the most to her husband and children, because she doesn't become static.
"I don't imply that bringing business problems into the home is desirable. I think the smart woman keeps career and home life separate as much as possible.
"I've also learned that in playing movie roles one can learn so much in the characterizations that can be carried over into personal life. In 'Jolson Sings Again' there was the wife keeping up the spirits of her husband; every wife should. In 'The Window' there was the problem of coping with the child who makes up stories, which every child does to some extent. If one has the patience and understanding one can learn so much of human relationships from roles.
"Then there's the matter of learning things from the people one works with They have the finest technical and artistic knowledge. My real regret is that I didn't have a greater educational background so that I could learn faster!"
Barbara admits she eats other early words regarding Hollywood. She had said she'd never marry anyone in movies, afraid it "couldn't work."
"But then I met a fellow named Bill Williams. An actor. We became very good friends. I'm happy to report we still are very good friends after nearly four years of marriage and I think we always shall be. We know the odds are against an actor and actress here having a permanent marriage and a normal home life, but we've accepted those odds and are doing our best to disprove them.
"I know that when I'm home with Bill and Jody I must make a more concerted effort to be Mrs. Williams, the wife and mother, and not Miss Hale, the actress. I try to check all my studio problems at the front door and carry over the threshold only the things I've learned which will make me a better wife and mother--the appreciation of art, literature and music, the understanding of people.
"We'd certainly never oppose Jody if someday she wanted to be an actress--if she had the talent. Meantime we'll try to give her the best-rounded education possible. I do hope she'll like Music. I think it's as important as a smile.
"And now that I've torn myself apart and laid bare my 'growing pains' do you really think I am still merely the nice but rather naive Girl Next Door?" Barbara challenged.
No, we don't.

